WINTER 2021

AS AM 1: INTRO TO ASIAN AM HISTORY
Professor Lisa Sun-Hee Park

AS AM 5: INTRO TO ASIAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Assistant Professor Sameer Pandya

AS AM 9: RACE AND RESISTANCE: ASIAN AMERICAN, BLACK, CHICANA/O AND INDIGENOUS FREEDOM STRUGGLES
Professor Diane Fujino

AS AM 79: INTRO TO DRAMATIC WRITING*
Teaching Associate
*Cross-listed with THTR 9

AS AM 100AA: CHINESE AMERICANS
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 100BB: JAPANESE AMERICANS
Lecture Lily Anne Welty Tamai

AS AM 100CC: FILIPINO AMERICANS
Continuing Lecturer Ben Zulueta

AS AM 122: ASIAN AMERICAN FICTION
Professor erin Khuê Ninh

AS AM 127: ASIAN AMERICAN FILM, TELEVISION, AND DIGITAL MEDIA
Assistant Professor Alexander Cho

AS AM 128: WRITINGS BY ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN
Professor erin Khuê Ninh

AS AM 158: ASIAN AMERICAN AESTHETICS
Professor Sameer Pandya

AS AM 160 - ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICS
Professor PEI-TE LIEN